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Asbestos waste is 
deemed hazardous 

waste, when it contains 
more that 0.1%      

asbestos.  

 

The National History 
Museum contains a 
purse that Benjamin 

Franklin brought over to 
England in 1724 which 

was made from     

asbestos. 

 

There are six types of 
asbestos: chrysotile 
(white asbestos), 
amosite (brown      

asbestos), crocidolite 
(blue asbestos),      

anthophyllite, tremolite 

and actinolite.  

 

Barking and Dagenham 
are one of the top 20 
most affected sites in 

the UK.  

 

Asbestos was once used 
to make fake snow 

used at Christmas!  

 

Asbestos was also once 
used on the film set of 

the Wizard of Oz.  

 

The word asbestos 
means                         

‘non extinguishable’ 

ASBESTOS 

FACTS  “That dodgy stuff...Asbestos”  
So what's the problem? The 

microscopic fibres that make up 

asbestos cannot be seen, smelt or 

even tasted. If asbestos fibres 

enter the body, they do not    

dissolve and the body has great 

difficulty getting rid of them. 

Over the years, these trapped 

fibres then cause inflammation, 

scarring and can even cause    

genetic damage to the bodily 

cells. These asbestos    related 

illnesses often lay dormant for 

years and years, often taking      

20-50 years to  present          

themselves.   

 

The industrial revolution saw 

asbestos rise in popularity due to 

its ability to act well as an      

insulator for high temperature    

products. Mines opened in 1879 

in Quebec, Russian, Australia 

and South America. By World 

War 2,  asbestos had also made it 

to the shipping and automotive        

industry.  

 

In 1987 a Viennese physician 

wrote a report and explained that 

asbestos dust inhalation was the 

cause. In 1906 a British          

Physician diagnosed an asbestos 

caused death, and a few years 

later, insurance companies     

refused to sell insurance to     

asbestos workers.  

 

In 1987 the Control of asbestos at 

wok regulations were  introduced 

and in 1999 new asbestos use 

was banned. However, the     

damage has already been done. 

Many buildings throughout the 

UK contain this hazardous     

material.  

Here at TLM we are fully       

licenced to haul asbestos. We  

have Kirk, our dedicated        

asbestos manager, who is in 

charge of pricing the work,   

completing any paperwork, 

and making sure we are all up 

to date with any changes to 

rules and regulations in       

regards to      asbestos.  

 

We have specially trained 

ADR drivers to haul our      

asbestos. Drivers have to sit a 

three day course testing their 

skills in being able to identify 

and safety move asbestos in 

line with the laws and          

regulations of road transport.  

 

We are able to drop skips or 

roll on roll off’s to customers 

sites, and collect them once 

they are filled. We then run 

them to an asbestos transfer 

site. Our skips are fully     

compliant—lockable and sign 

written and available in a 

range of sizes.  

 

We are also fully licenced to 

accept asbestos to our transfer 

station in Basildon, provided 

you are able to present the 

correct paperwork.  For a 

quote, please contact Kirk on 

01268 527773 option 2.  

 

Once revered as a desirable 

building material, asbestos is 

now considered a menace to the 

public, causing people a whole   

range of problems— asbestosis,   

mesothelioma, and even lung 

cancer. 

 

The Ancient Egyptians           

embalmed their pharaohs and 

wrapped them in asbestos cloth. 

Medieval kings and generals 

were cremated wearing their 

asbestos shrouds. Even the     

Romans used asbestos           

tablecloths and napkins at their 

dining tables, throwing them into 

the fire to clean after they had 

finished dinner.  

So what is it? Asbestos is a  

naturally occurring mineral, with 

soft, flexible fibres which are 

resistant to heat and chemical 

corrosion—which is why it was 

so attractive to the building    

industry. Pure asbestos was once 

woven into other materials such 

as cement and plastic to make 

them     stronger.  
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In connection with our asbestos  

feature this issue, we are   

speaking to Kirk, our health 

and safety and asbestos account 

manager. Don’t stop reading 

just because you’ve seen the 

words health and safety—we 

know its normally enough to 

send anyone off to sleep but 

here at TLM we have the 

Blonde Bombshell to keep us 

compliant!  

So Kirk, other than making the 

tea and coffee, what is your job 

role at TLM? 

Kirk: I am TLM’s asbestos 

account manager and I am also 

in charge of  Health and     

Safety. I buy things such as 

uniforms, health and safety 

equipment, and look after the 

contracts for the forklifts. I   

price any asbestos work that 

comes in. I also help out in 

transport when they need me 

too. I am good all rounder!  

 

How did you end up at TLM? 

K: I was laid off from my last 

job—contracts manager for an 

asbestos removal company. I 

was approached by the MD of 

TLM about 3 months before, 

and since the MD is an old 

friend from school, I came in to 

see him and the rest as they 

say, is history! 

 

 

  

Kirk cooking up a storm !  

What's the best thing about 

your job? 

K: Knowing everyone 

works and goes home safely 

at the end of the day. 

 

So...why do they call you   

Blondie?  

K: Because I have a Dulux 

colour chart at home which 

shows I am ash blonde!  

more.  

 

What advice would you 

give your younger self? 

K: I would have travelled. 

 

Thanks Kirk!  If you are 

looking for a quote for     

asbestos, please speak to 

Kirk on 01268 527773 or 

drop him an email via  

kirk@tlmmanagement.co.uk 

...The Blonde Bombshell Health and Safety  

So, since you have been in 

charge of health and safety, 

what changes have you put in 

place? 

K: The lack of health and   

safety knowledge from outside 

contractors especially, was 

astonishing. We now have  

regular tool box talks, more 

advanced training, more staff 

trained on a selection of     

machinery, and on site rules 

available in a range of       

different languages for our 

customers. We also have     

dedicated traffic marshals, and 

a new more detailed, safe    

systems of work.  

 

So, since you are in charge of 

health and safety—does     

asbestos not scare/worry you? 

K: No, I am a qualified      

surveyor and I’ve worked with 

it for so long that I know how 

to deal with it!  

 

What do people need to know 

about asbestos that they         

probably don’t know? 

K:Never brake asbestos if you 

see it call your local council or 

an asbestos removal company. 

Don’t go near the asbestos as 

this could be blue asbestos and  

be very dangerous. 

 

What's the weirdest thing 

you’ve come across in your 

job? 

K: When working in a         

disused  hospital in the south 

of England we found a severed 

arm wrapped up in a cupboard 

when were clearing the site of 

asbestos. I also did an         

asbestos survey in the 

morgue  of kings collage     

hospital and walked into a 

back room with jars full of 

body parts.  

 

 

 

Name: 

Kirk Parker 

 

 

Time at TLM: 

1 year 

 

 

Nicknames: 

The Blonde Bombshell 

Brick Top 

Blondie 

Sniff 

 

 

Favourite Movies:  

The Mean Machine and 

Porkies 

 

 

Football Team: 

West Ham 

 

 

Random Fact: 

I used to play for  

Chelsea’s under 11’s.  

 

 

Tell us a joke: 

Tottenham are good     

football team (ha ha ha ha) 

 

 

 

Favourite Quote:  

When in doubt pour     

another southern comfort. 

 

 

MEET THE TEAM 
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Feature Customer  
This month we visited a       

customer and a supplier for us! 

TLM use Acorn Printers for a 

number of our printing needs.  

 

“Acorn Printers was             

established in 1992 with the 

aim of serving the local market 

with an efficient and reliable 

source of print to suit           

everyone’s budget.  

We are a commercial printing 

company, printing anything 

paper based—letterheads,   

business cards, magazines and 

much more! There are four of 

us in the office—all of us are  

able to tackle the design for our 

customers, or they can submit 

their own designs for us to 

print, and we have staff      

downstairs working the presses 

too (pictured below).” 

We sponsor and print all the 

posters for Danny Dignum—

the same boxer that TLM   

sponsor. If you’re a boxing fan, 

you should definitely go and 

watch him!  

Danny is still training 
hard, and will be 
f ight ing at  the 
N XTGE N sho w 
Wednesday the 6th 
June 2018. 
 
If you don’t get the 
chance to get  tickets, 
then catch up with 
him via Facebook/
Instagram or twitter!  

“TLM are  

friendly and  

helpful”  
Mark—Owner 

With a customer base now    

covering most of the UK we 

still believe in our original   

objectives of supplying high 

quality, cost effective print 

whilst maintaining an excellent 

level of customer service. 

 

We have used TLM for at least 

the last five years after sales 

director  Graham popped in to 

see us on the off chance and we 

jumped at the chance to swap. 

 

We now use them for a couple 

of different services including 

our general waste and our waste 

printers paper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They empty our 1100 litre    

general litre waste bin that they 

provide for us which we keep 

locked safely inside and put out 

for them each week.  

 

TLM also collect and pay us 

rebates on our printers waste. 

We keep the crates inside 

and call them when we need 

them exchanged (photo 

above and below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to contact 

Acorn with your printing 

requirements, please call  

01702 602114 or email 

mark@acornprinters.co.uk 

Danny Dignum  

Update 
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News and Events 
 

 

 

TLM        

Did you know TLM  

offers all of the     

following services? 

�Roll on/offs  20-40yards 

 

�Skips 4yard—16yard 

 

�Front end loader’s 

 

�Trade waste collections  

    with dedicated rounds       

    for cardboard/paper/ 

    glass/general waste 

 

�Arctic Collections (with   

   MOFFETT if required)  

 

�Secure Waste  Removal 

 

�Asbestos Removal 

 

�Office Paper collections 

 

�All types of scrap metal  

  

� Flatbed/Box lorry  

     Collections 

 

� Truck Hire 

 

New Services 
We would like to 

introduce our latest 

service to you—TLM 

Truck Rental. Our 

Yard Manager Lee 

and our Managing 

Director Mel have opened up a new company 

called TLM Truck rental.  

 

TLM Truck Rental are hiring out skip and roll on 

roll off vehicles. Should you know of anyone who 

needs to hire a vehicle, please contact our truck 

rental department on 01268 527773 option 4.  

We had to show off driver Bradleys Skills in our newsletter! 

Everything you see below was made from materials from our 

yard, right down to the bricks!  

 

TLM have now 

partnered with a 

cleaning company. 

If you have any 

commercial                       

properties that 

would or could do with a clean, whether its 

one off of weekly/daily/monthly , give us a 

call!  

 

They are a highly recommended company—

we use them for our offices on a daily basis!  
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Q: Giving old books to    

charity shops…. 

A: That’s a novel way 

of recycling 

 

 

 

Q: I would tell you a 

joke about bins… 

A: But its rubbish!  

 

 

 

Q: Why are               

environmentalists bad 

at playing cards? 

A: They like to avoid 

the flush 

 

 

 

Q: What smells and 

flies a spaceship?  

A: Trash Gordon 

 

 

 

Q: Scientists              

discovered a way to 

generate light only    

using scrap metal.  

A: It was an               

illuminating experience  

 

 

 

Q: Why did a chicken    

carrying a tin can cross 

the road?  

A: The recycling bin 

was on the other side  

RUBBISH 

  JOKES 
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Overloaded Skips and Containers 

No, this isn't a duplicate picture. This is the same site who hasn't paid their bill again!  

Overloaded isn't quite the word for this 

Ilford site!  
Ahoy there! This skip is not quite ‘ship shape’ and 

is a little bit pass being a level load!  

Anyone who works in the waste industry will know there will always be customers who don’t 

pay their bills, and those who just want as much bang for their buck as possible. Why pay for 

an 8 when you can cram more than 8 yards of waste in a 4 yard skip?! The answer to that is 

normally a wasted journey charge from us! Here are some of the highlights from the past     

couple of months for your amusement!  
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In April we emptied 

over 14,000 wheelie 

bins!  

 

 

However, we service 

over 1600 sites all 

together on all of our 

vehicles. 

 

 

We use over 1600   

litres of diesel on our 

lorries per day—that 

doesn't include diesel 

for all our machines 

in the yard!   

 

 

Our oldest member of 

staff is Lin at 70, and 

our youngest is our 

weighbridge operator 

Rhys at 21!  

 

  

Our first driver was 

our director Mel!    

Graham was head 

hunted by Mel, and 

came across to do the 

sales, and form there 

on, the company 

grew. Of course, we 

now don’t send the 

director out to 

drive...unless we get 

desperate!!  

TLM Management News 
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TLM          

MANAGEMENT  

FACTS  
Staff Appointments  

Ben Coppen 
Ben is our new flat bed/box 

lorry driver. You will see him 

all over Essex delivering and 

collecting wheelie bins, as 

well as pallets of materials 

and white office paper! 

Jason 
Jason is one of our newest 

Dustcart drivers.  We won so 

much work lately we had to 

put another two lorries on the 

road!  

Bradley  
Brad is one of our very multi-

skilled drivers who we have 

now moved onto a bulker 

running waste to energy for 

us!   

Derek 
Del is our  new FEL driver! 

Give him a wave if you see 

him emptying our FELS!   

Harry the Fitter 
You’ve met our lovely      

Aaron...well now we have his 

son too!   Harry has started 

with us as a fitter for our   

lorries for our on site      

workshop.  

Dave the Fitter  
Unfortunately we had to say 

Goodbye to our fitter Pat as 

he moved away, but that 

means we can say a big hello 

to Dave who will be our new 

fitter and work shop manager.  

A HUGEHUGEHUGEHUGE well done to Aaron who passed his 

HGV Class 2 in April! We are really proud of Aaron, and 

we are training him up to drive our Skips, Roll on’s and 

dustcarts! We would like to thank Sigma Studies for their 

continued work and training of our employees.  Sigma       

provide a range of different courses which we put our 

employees through—not just lorry licences, but also 

ADR courses and their drivers CPC. 
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Hello and welcome to the fifth issue of our newsletter.  My name is Lee, and I am        

currently site manager for TLM Management and Director of our latest service—TLM 

Truck Rental Ltd. 

 

Myself and TLM’s Managing Director, Mel noticed a gap in the market for hiring reliable 

working vehicles and so the idea for TLM Truck Rental was born.  

 

Our skip and roll on lorries are all the latest model DAF's and for that 

extra peace of mind we offer 24/7 breakdown servicing for our           

customers.  We will also carry TLM’s high levels of customer service 

over to our TLM Truck Hire division.  

 

TLM Truck Hire will be offering day rates, weekly hire rates, and long 

term hire rates to suit all of our customer needs. 

We are based in Basildon, but we can deliver the vehicles to you if 

required.   

 

If you know of anyone that would require our services, please do not 

hesitate to contact us on 01268 527773 option 4.  

Director’s Corner 
 

T Y E N C L O S E D 

N S R R A S V W U W 

A T M R E G N A D R 

I H E E R O S R I A 

L I O T M B T O D P 

P T D D E S I N G P 

M S L S A F E T Y E 

O R T E R N W T E D 

C O N C N W T Y P D 

S U O D R A Z A H E 

Just for fun!  

J U N E  

Take 5 minutes out of your day, and have a try of our word search or our Sudoku! 

Lee Riley - 

Director of  

TLM Truck Rental   

A Helpful Reminder… 

As you are most likely 

aware, the law has 

changed regarding the 

stor ing of  peoples       

personal data. We would 

like to remind all of our 

customers that we do 

offer a secure waste paper 

collection should you have 

the need to destroy any 

paperwork.  

Benefits: 

√ The material is        

collected on a secure  

enclosed vehicle. 

√ Transfer notes for each 

collection. 

√ 100% recycling rates on 

the material too.  

√Certificates of          

destruction can be      

provided if need be. 

√ Fast, friendly, reliable      

service as always. 

Call us on 01268 527773  

for more information. 
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Words can be diagonal, horizontal, vertical and 

backwards too! 

 

• Asbestos  

• Safety  

• Danger 

• Hazardous   

 

•ADR  

• Compliant  

• Enclosed 

• Wrapped 


